Your complete
security provider

Security for everything you want to protect
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CERTEGO is your
reliable security partner
A security solution is an important investment, that includes so much more
than just products and technology. At CERTEGO you always have access to
the leading brands in the security industry. We recommend the solution that
best meets your needs – with the right technology, future-proof products and
the right financial set-up for you.
We take care of the entire process of getting your security solution in place.
We design, install, test and deploy. Afterwards, we can take care of operations,
planned maintenance and service.
Our extensive experience of security needs, how people move in different
environments, and our knowledge of laws and regulations provide you with
a reliable partner – for everything you want to protect.
From locks to modern electronic systems
CERTEGO dates back to the industrial lock business founded 150 years ago.
The path to today’s high-tech companies has been lined by a large number
of corporate mergers and acquisitions across the Nordic region.
When we changed our name to CERTEGO in 2015, we chose the name from
the Latin CERTUS, which means secure, and TEGO, which means to cover,
protect and defend. The locks remain, but today security solutions typically
involve electronics and system solutions.
Our operations are currently in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden.
Together we have a unique presence as a security solution provider.

CERTEGO offers help to all professionals involved in security solutions as part of their work, such
as architects, developers, project
managers and heads of security.

1200
With over 1,200 employees at 80
locations, CERTEGO is a local partner
with presence in the whole Nordic
region. This means we can quickly
be on site when necessary. You are
safe and secure with us.

CERTEGO has all the necessary
certificates for a security solution
that meets quality assurance standards. Our technicians have proven
knowledge to be able to meet your
security needs.
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Creating a
complete solution
The KappAhl clothing chain has
a framework agreement with
CERTEGO Norway. All stores
throughout the Nordic region will
have a common security standard.

CERTEGO has installed access and
booking systems in the Danish
cooperative housing association
Beringsgaard. By using the system,
residents can see who is calling on
the intercom, book laundry times
and keep track of their energy
consumption.
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When CERTEGO chooses a security solution together with you, we take into
account how the various products work together in a complete system. How
they meet different needs and requirements, and the security level that the
business needs. The specifications go down to a detailed level that includes all
components. With this approach, you gain early control of the budget in your
future investment.
After the installation we’ll continue to be there for you. We offer services to
help with the administration, operation and hosting of your security system,
or take care of the large key system and all of its keys. Quite simply, with our
services you get high-security systems that are easy to operate, which means
that you can confidently focus on daily operations.
We also offer customized service and support agreements. With many local
branches, CERTEGO always has a technician close at hand to quickly be of
service when you need help.

We have the know-how
for all projects
CERTEGO plans, installs and manages security solutions within essentially
all industries. Our customers are in retail, energy and telecoms, apartment
buildings and housing associations, aviation and transportation, industry,
commercial properties, municipalities and county councils, government
agencies, public buildings, health care, schools, preschools and universities.
We work with leading brands in the security industry and can therefore
propose several options. Our highly-trained technicians have expertise in the
necessary product areas, including: booking systems, fire protection and fire
safety, door control, automatic doors, door closers, property boxes, burglar
alarms, intrusion protection, integrated security systems, safes, key cabinets
and safes, locking systems, emergency evacuation/evacuation, access systems,
intercoms and surveillance cameras/CCTV.

CERTEGO and Online EDB AS have
together developed a standard
access control solution for seamless
management and easy and secure
access for their gym users.

SÖS is one of the largest hospitals in
Sweden. CERTEGO has provided a
security solution and an access system
with a high balance between access
ibility and security.
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Help with geographically
dispersed operations
KF has more than 700 stores
scattered all over Sweden, with a
requirement for the same security
solution to be used everywhere.
CERTEGO has delivered access systems, locks, code locks and fittings.

Apotek 1 in Norway has a framework
agreement with CERTEGO. A consistent security solution can quickly be
delivered to all pharmacies.

CERTEGO has delivered a keyless
access system to some of the
psychiatry departments in the
Region of Southern Denmark.
Flexible security in a contactless
user-friendly solution without any
keys or cables.
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CERTEGO has a special department for customers whose business is
scattered in many places, perhaps even in different countries. We have
gathered specific expertise for those who are responsible for security in these
types of organizations. This approach makes it easy to achieve a standardized,
cost-effective security solution for your entire business.
You will work closely with a central contact person and we have clear
procedures for how the person in charge transfers responsibility over to
local branches. This way, we ensure that each assignment will be conducted
professionally and securely.
Focus on quality and the environment
Quality and environmental issues are a matter of course today, and very
important for CERTEGO. We are proud of our quality and environmental
management system, certified to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
Our certification means that we work according to adopted procedures to
achieve quality in every step, while working to limit the impact on our environment. The result is security solutions that work for a long time, and contribute
to sustainable development where we live, work and thrive.
We are well acquainted with Green Building, LEED and BREEAM – the
certification systems aimed at property owners and managers who want to
improve energy efficiency in their facilities or housing. When CERTEGO takes
care of the security, we can therefore contribute to help your property meet
the necessary environmental and energy requirements.
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CERTEGO is a leading Nordic provider of complete security solutions. Our
skilled and dedicated employees create secure, innovative systems tailored
to customer needs. CERTEGO has a presence in 80 locations in the Nordic
region, with over 1,200 employees and sales of over EUR 210 million.

Denmark
certego.dk/english
Phone: +45 33121212
info@certego.dk

Finland
certego.fi/english
Phone: +358 10700700
asiakaspalvelu@certego.fi

linkedin.com/company/certego-group

Norway
certego.no/english
Phone: +47 09145
post@certego.no

Sweden
certego.se/english
+46 771254545
info@certego.se

